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Editors Rant
First up – a massive thanks to Dicko for polishing up “The
Geezer” last month. He did a great job and I am grateful for
all his – and everyone else’s – assistance in getting the
magazine out every month. While I’m on the subject, I am
looking at scaling The Geezer back by 3 issues to cover the
competition months only. There is a distinct lack of material
to publish from December to March and rather than put out
a substandard publication I would rather scale it back. Of
course – it MAY be a good opportunity for a sub-editor to
step up and look after things for a while. What do you think?

Our flying field now has its world class status maintained
courtesy of our members..

From the office of El Presidente..
Trophy Time
At the last meeting I mentioned we didn’t have a club trophy
for 1/2A electric Texaco or Vintage glider events. Cookie
came to the rescue once again and found 4 old corporate
trophies in the back of the warehouse at work that were
going to be disposed of. Cookie has taken ownership and
once again has donated them to the club to be used for the
events. I have dismantled, re polished and re configured
two of the trophies and they are now suitable for presenting
to the winners of these events.

A big thankyou to all who assisted in the cutting of the
th
grass on Sunday 15 September,
After 3 hours of weed bashing slashing and mowing the
world class field at Oakford is back to looking fantastic.
There were no shortages of volunteer’s to ride the slasher
of death around the paddock and judging by the smiles I
think we could have charged people for the privilege. The
hired machine wasn’t particularly in good shape but it
provided lots of entertainment and certainly did the job.
Thanks to Rob Bovell and Rob Rowson who brought along
a mower and a brush cutter to get to the smaller areas in
the pits, a big job well done.

Our new “Vintage Glider” Trophy – A stunning art deco
piece worthy of the period. Thanks Cookie and Dicko!
Tricky Dixie..
A couple of months ago a question was asked regarding the
validity of the George Fuller Dixielander for R/C nostalgia
and vintage free flight. I have been researching this and
some have suggested I’m a brave man as there been
others who have done this in the past but some have not
been satisfied with their findings. I was reading the April
edition of Aero modeller magazine from 1959 written by
George Fuller, in the text it mentions it took out a third place
in a comp in 1957, this is the earliest date I can find of any
mention of the Dixielander,

Rob Rowson gets some quality time behind the wheel of the
slasher..
I would also like to thank Graeme Cook who has kindly
donated a rotary mower and weed wacker to the club for
future use at the field. This will come in very handy for a
quick tidy up of the pit area when required. I have it stored
so if at any time someone feels the urge to cut the grass let
me know and I will make it available.
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State 1/2A electric Texaco.

I have included the article for all to read. This means the
Dixielander is not eligible for our Burford, nostalgia or vintage
Free Flight events as the cut-off point is prior to December
1956. If someone has information that suggests otherwise I
would love to see it.

th

Sunday the 6 of October saw the running of the AWA state
event despite strong and gusty winds.

Holding on to models for dear life..
Potential competitors milled around peering at the grass looking
for an excuse not to fly and postpone the event in the hope of
better conditions. At 9.45am after wind speed checks and a
vote was taken it was decided that the event would run even
though the wind speed was gusting to 7meters per second.
A brave bunch stood firm at the start line for the first of four
mass launches and took a deep breath before letting their
models loose, and of course as we launched the wind gusted
and stayed strong for most of the first round. An interesting
mixed bag of aerobatics was performed as pilots struggled to
keep into wind and try to penetrate forward some more
successful than others. At the end of the first round two models
had to retire due to structural damage and Hoops model had
disappeared downwind across two farmer’s paddocks, and
three pilots had managed to achieve maximum points. The
remaining pilots waited for hoops to eventually return with his
model so they could ready themselves for round two.

Launching in to ze howling vind..vill der rains never cease?
Round two saw similar conditions, most managing to stay in the
field and achieve maximum points and not suffer any damage.
Three courageous pilots made it to the fly-off; Richard
Sutherland had his very lightly built Lil Diamond performing
brilliantly and had almost 40% of his battery life surplus when
he landed. Ray Sherborn battled the elements to bring home
the second place and Dicko managed to stay intact to bring
home third spot.

Ian Dixon
(I have the full version of this article available via email – Ed)
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Tune up and testing yielded the usual crop of problems, with
George Car an early casualty as his big So-Long out –ofDickens –by- Dixon failed to make use of fuel and spark for no
adequately explored reason after round 1. Kev Hooper picked
the only period of gusty wind to arrive heavily but suffered no
ill effects and went on to fly in all four rounds. Your editor
battled with a grumbly front bearing and some jellified castor
in the crank in the OS40H that made it difficult to get running.

Sherburn, Sutherland & Dixon: Together in electric dreams
Results:
1 Richard Sutherland
2 Ray Sherburn
3 Ian Dixon
4 Kevin Hooper
5 Phil Letchford
6 Paul Baartz
7 Ray Silbereisen

Lil' Diamond
Bomber
Airborne
Anderson Pylon
Coronet
Stardust Special
Dallaire

1800 + 920
1800 + 815
1800 + 615
1200
935
600
356

“I reckon if we stare at it long enough we’ll frighten it in to
starting..”
Rob Bovell cast a doubtful eye on the darkening sky but blew
the whistle for round one after kicking us all out of the shelter
of the flight line. Troy decided that it was best to get
everything done as quickly as possible and launched skyward.
The aforementioned wind, while not strong at ground level
assumed hurricane strength at 300 feet and it was a case of
‘float backwards and cross fingers’. Fortunately the vice-less
Playboy Senior is a good penetrator as well as a floater and
he managed to max all three rounds to make the flyoff.

It was great to see a few spectators, Brian and Diana Duff
made the journey from Bunbury to see what the SAM group
was all about, he was quickly handed a stop watch and assisted
throughout the day we hope to see you back Brian, next time
with a model we hope. Also big thanks to all who assisted on
the day and for Rob’s tireless role as contest director. This
usually fun event was made very challenging by the very windy
conditions.

Rob Rowson continued his recycling approach to SAM events
and wheeled out his trusty Flamingo, re-engined with an OS
40H. The big wings flapped and warped like its namesake but
lean engine runs dogged his campaign. Our spiritual leader
and SAM270 luminary Paul Baartz made his usual strong start
to this event – one which he has dominated over the past 10
years. After maxing his first round, the second round did not
go quite as planned and the Playboy ended its day as a kit
when Paul stalled out on landing.

Dicko

AWA Standard Duration
In what has been the norm for the past few events, cold air and
passing showers greeted us yet again on Sunday September
22 for AWA Standard Duration. In contrast to the gloom and
drizzle the wind was light to moderate for most of the morning
and this was enough to convince the 10 modellers present that
we should run this already postponed event.

Ray Sherburn – Pauls arch rival in this event – performed
solidly, but the intermittent rain showers that started wafting
through reduced Ray’s potential for long flights. On his final
attempt in round four, he missed the flyoff by 6 seconds. Rod
McDonald had an average day with his Foote’s Westerner –
making the flyoff with three maxes but suffering from engine
over runs and flight instability on the way. It seemed that he
had an attempt call during every flight and at one stage was
calling for cyano after overshooting the landing zone and
clipping the wing on a fence post. The last incident was
recorded as the rain started coming down. Kudos, Rod, for
overcoming the odds to make the flyoff!

The leaden skies tell all..
Rod made the most of a trying day3
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Son of Sam – Part 4..

Speaking of the rain, the cloudbase had lowered to approximately
400 feet and it started to come down rather heavily. Models and
field equipment were covered or stowed and we retreated to the
comparative dry confines of the club awning. After 30 mins of tall
stories and staring at the ground a proposal was made to
postpone the flyoff after Ray had finished his final round. This was
greeted with howls of protest and, suitably chastised; the
proposer retreated to a chair to sulk.15 mins later, the rain
stopped and keen to get us all out of his tent, Rob called the 3
participants in the flyoff to the flightline.

Gas Champ

The MAAA nationals where held in Mandurah in 1980 and I
entered the old timer duration event with my Gas Champ with
the 40 in the front. in extremely windy conditions, the event was
really a survival event with many more sensible flyers choosing
not to fly. Not noted for being sensible I chose to fly with a few
others and was lucky to have survived to take out first place. I
continued to fly RC sports power, RC glider and old timer
aircraft but control line and free flight had little interest to me
during the early eighties. I guess I was influenced by the
members at KAMS - not that I minded. We had a great time at
KAMS for a few years until the inevitable happened: the land
was sold and the new owner had no interest in model aircraft,
so KAMS had to move on. The club spent the next few years
with dwindling membership and no permanent flying site.
See? That’s what mates are for! Richard shields Troy from the
downpour as Rod trudges off to collect his Westerner

My own interest in modelling had also dwindled. I had come to
realise that a shop, assistants wage was not going to get me
too far in life. Ray and Frank had dissolved their partnership in
RMS and it was just Frank and myself. It was simply time to
move on and I left RMS to what I thought was greener pastures
and not related to modelling. My time at RMS is very
memorable; the friendship that had been extended to me by so
many people from so many different walks of life was something
that can't be put into words. During my 8 years there I had
come to understand the difficulties of owning and running a
small business, a basic understanding of radio systems and an
awful lot about aero modelling from the diverse customers we
had. I had also developed some life skills that would serve me
well in future thanks to the Duffs, the Jensen’s and the Datodi’s
who had mentored me through this part of my life.

Messrs. Latto, Dixon and McDonald lined up for the off. Troy was
away first after a lucky pause on the runway for an engine failure
sent him scurrying back for a restart. Ian was hot on his heels but
suffered an ill-timed and inexplicable engine failure 12 seconds in
to the climbout. Rod was next but the stability issues that plagued
his day returned and he barrel rolled and pitched for 25 seconds
before shutoff, reducing his height considerably. Troy wafted in
and out of the lowering cloud base and increasing rain showers
for long enough to put the result beyond doubt and landed in the
box to secure his second win in this event in 5 years. Rod and
Dicko wrapped up second and third respectively.

By 1984 I had sold most of my modelling gear with the
exception of my motors. I was studying during the evenings,
had purchased and was renovating a house and had married
the olive skinned, blue eyed European girl Eva Csorba. A
mortgage and the associated costs of establishing yourself in
life didn't allow for aero modelling.

Results
1 Troy Latto
2 Rod McDonald
3 Ian Dixon
4 Ray Sherburn
5 Kevin Hooper
6 Rob Rowson
7 Paul Baartz
8 George Car
9 Greg McLure

Playboy / OS40H
Westerner / OS40H
Bomber / OS40H
Playboy / OS40H
Bomber / K&B40
Flamingo / OS40H
Playboy / OS40H
So Long / OS40H
Gull / OS40FP

It was 2001, some 17 years later, before the bug bit again, I had
renovated a house and sold it, started a specialty glass
business, had three sons, had done some overseas traveling
and built a new family home. A bout of illness was the catalyst
for building a model; I announced my intentions to the family
and for my birthday received a new Futaba 6 Chanel radio set. I
re-joined my old club KAMS and built a high wing trainer with
my old OS40 FSR in the front. I fronted up at the new KAMS
field that they had purchased and started to fly, it was like riding
a bike I hadn’t forgotten I just needed a little practice. My time at
KAMS was enjoyable I flew most weekends with sports models,
a large aerobatic model, some sports pylon and slow combat. I
served on the committee for several years and was an
enthusiastic member. I had re kindled some old friendships from
the earlier years and met some great new guys as well.

900 + 356
900 + 232
900 + 99
896
803
556
354
253
0

Thanks to all who assisted on the day and to Rob Bovell for his
tireless dedication to running all of our events.
Troy Latto
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Being an enthusiastic builder, the type of aircraft I was flying
just wasn't doing it for me and I remembered how I had enjoyed
the old timer models built previously. I did a web search and
found the international SAM site and looked at its chapters.
Finding there was one in Perth I was pleased to discover that
the contact was a name I recognised as one of our old RMS
customers - Paul Baartz. I contacted Paul via the email
address listed and within a couple of days he had contacted me

and remembered me from the RMS days. I visited their field and
the old timer group and haven't left. I hadn't realised initially that
this group was one of the clubs I had been a member of
previously -WAMAC. The group of guys were friendly and I was
introduced to Allan Trott, who was the man to beat at the time,
along with Paul Baartz, Ray Sherburn and his son Mark. These
four would always be in the winner’s circle when we had comps.
The first model I flew with them was a scaled down So-long with
a my old dc merlin .75 in the front it went well but It wasn't eligible
for any of the events they ran, I later converted it to Cox power for
1/2A Texaco. I dragged out the plans for the gas champ I still had
from the eighties and built it with a OS 35 in the front and flew it in
standard duration and had a ball.

Another ex-member of KAMS, Garry Dickens, who has always
been involved with all aspects of modelling is now a very keen
vintage modeller. He and I could not remember each other from
the Goomalling weekends until I dragged out some old photos
and he pointed to a young lad in one of the photos and it was
him! It's interesting how aero modellers lives cross paths,
sometimes with long passages of time in between. Garry would
have been 14 and I would have been 16 and here we are now in
our 50s and still flying mates.

A young Garry Dickens in orange windcheater looks into Dicko's tent at
Goomalling.

The new Gas Champ
It wasn't long before a scaled up Kerswap was built with an ASP
61 four stroke which has won me both club and state duration
events. This was followed by an Anderson pylon that has also
won a number of club and state events. Flying old timers also
introduced me to club members who still flew free flight and it
wasn't long before I was back there with a Dixielander built for
the models 50th year celebration and enjoyed releasing a model
and watching it climb and fly unassisted, although these days the
retrieval is done with the car and not by foot. During my renewed
interest in the old timer movement I have rekindled friendships
from my youth and made new friends whilst promoting vintage
modelling, with the blessing of our members we have introduced
new events and attracted new members. One of the high lights of
my vintage modelling was the 57th nationals 2004-5 held in
Busselton WA, I entered all the vintage events as well as the f/f
hurl glider and power scramble. I placed in both the f/f events but
just didn’t make the grade in the vintage events. The visiting east
coast modellers had models that out performed mine but this only
st
encouraged me to make mine better. By the time the 61 2007-8
nationals where back in Perth I had a whole new squadron and
placed in duration and won 1/2a Texaco, it was simply the best.
During these nationals we became friends with likeminded vintage
modellers from NSW and decided that in due course we would
make the journey to their champs and try to relieve them of some
of their trophies.

And forty years later we haven’t changed a bit.

In 2009 Troy and I decided we would travel to Canowindra NSW
for the SAM champs and try our luck. Two very large boxes
where made under my pergola to carry our models the 4000km.
Hotel rooms where booked and airline tickets purchased: we
were going!. Our models where sent by truck from my business
to a colleague in Victoria who had a warehouse and fork lift to
unload the creates. Troy and I flew to Victoria and stayed with
my business colleague overnight, unpacked the models, loaded
them into a hired van and drove the 8 hours to Canowindra
NSW where we met up with the guys who I had meet at the 63rd
Nationals. When we unloaded the creates from the back of the
van it caused a bit of interest with many of the other modellers
attending. When we lifted the lids they realised we were serious
about the champs and had put in a great deal of preparation to
be there.

During my times at KAMS I became friends with Troy Latto who,
like me, was a little tired of what we were currently doing. KAMS
celebrated its 30th year at its field and a number of fun events
were proposed throughout that year. Troy was also a committee
member at KAMS and we put our heads together and organised a
hurl glider event and produced kits and for $1 (which helped pay
for the trophies) the kit could be purchased, built and flown in the
event later in the year. A f/f scramble event was also proposed.
On the date of the events. I think we had three members - Troy
and I included- turn up out of 120 or so members. Obviously our
interests in modelling were not shared with the rest of the club.
It was this that convinced Troy to become interested in free fight,
something he hadn’t done in his youth and from this an interest in
old timers was developed. So with very little persuasion he joined
our old timer group. We have been good mates since and had
some great aero modelling adventures together over the past few
years.

Crates full of models for our first Canowindra challenge

Continued Next Month..
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There are approximately 20 seaplanes at anchor in the lagoon,
Cessna’s, Piper Cubs and a couple of De Havilland Beavers.
There are a couple of other aircraft that I could not identify one
bi-plane that caught Rob’s eye in Army colours and markings.
There was the occasional ride in a beaver going on but we
chose a ride in a pontoon around the lagoon for a closer look at
the aircraft. There was a small stall there offering huge hot
boiled corn on the cob however we had brought our usual lunch
time snack with us and could not fit it in.

Air Adventure 2012 Seaplane base.
Friday morning had us heading back to Wittman Field. This
morning Rob and I would be heading across to the seaplane
base.
This involves another ride on one of the yellow school
buses, for the grand sum of $5 we had a return trip. After leaving
Wittman Field we headed south some 10 mms through lush
cornfields through the district of Black Wolf to the EAA seaplane
base. The bus dropped Rob and I off together with another 20 or
so others at the entrance that was down this wooded track led us
to a bay on the lake.

Just across from the lagoon lay this huge barn with the silos on
the end. These barns house the cattle during the bleak winter
months as there is snow and ice everywhere here in winter.
What a contrast to Australia.

For those of us into geography the seaplane base Oshkosh is on
western shores of Lake Winnebago in the State of Wisconsin.
Lake Winnebago is further west of Lake Michigan and is part of a
group of lakes known as the “Great Lakes” that predominately
separate the United States and Canada. In the adjoining state
(south of Wisconsin) is the state of Illinois where Chicago
(famous for the prohibition of liquor and the “Untouchables” in the
30’s) is at the southern lower tip of Lake Michigan. A directions
sign at the lake pointing down has Sydney at 15760klm on the
other
side
of
the
earth.

The ride back from the seaplane base allowed us to take in the
surrounding cornfields that abound and the many barns and
houses. Tomorrow is our last day at the air adventure that
culminates with a spectacular evening air show. Hopefully I will
have
some
photos
for
that.

The locals say in the midst of winter Lake Winnebago freezes
over including the little inlet where the seaplane base is. The
sport of ice fishing then prevails and locals tow small log cabins
out onto the ice, plant the cabin and bore a hole in the ice within
the cabin. Here they fish and on one weekend during the winter
there is a fishing competition where the locals fish for the largest
sturgeon fish.
This day the temperatures are in the high 90’s F overcast and the
humidity is fairly high. The setup here feels a bit like Mandurah
(Falcon) without all the hassle and bussle. There is a slight
breeze off the lake that provides a nice ripple on the water, just
right for seaplane take-offs as we later observe.
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Kevin Hooper

Just A Minute!

Fishy Tails
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WAMAC. Minutes of general meeting held on: 13 September
2013 Held at: 20 Granville Way, Willetton

From Pete Somers@REDFIN Australia

Meeting started at: 8.00pm with President Ian Dixon in the chair.

Hello to all you happy S.A.M. Flyers! I know you are happy
because while this dud weather has been happening of late
we’ve all been able to get some building done for the new
season... Yes..?

Members present: I.Dixon, P.Baartz, G.Cooke, R.Bovell,
R.Rowson, G.McLure, B.Slyns-Daniels
Apologies: H.VanLeeuwen, T.Latto, K.Hooper

Many of us have heard the old story of an International horse
breeder who had a stallion called Big Ben. The breeder
conspired with another overseas, to put ‘Bennie’ to the second
breeder’s mare, who was in fact named Banque Internationale’
de Paris, but went by the nickname of ‘Bankie’.So ‘Bankie’ and
‘Bennie’ got it together and in time had an offspring, another
mare, whose stable name was ‘Lena’. This was actually short
for her true pedigree name, which was “La Grande Dame du
Leaning Tower of Pisa”. And so it came to pass, the two
cunning breeders had accomplished something never before
considered possible; in three steps they had come up
with ...The Time, The Money and The Inclination. !!

Correspondence inwards: from K.Hooper suggesting
Dandaragan as venue for a future club event. Tomboy postal
certificates from SAM 2001.
Correspondence outwards: Geezer and various newsletters to
mailing list.
Treasurers report: Balance at bank: $15,743.14
19 members and 10 associates.
Minutes of previous meeting: were confirmed as circulated to
members. Moved R.Bovell, seconded R.Rowson carried.

You still do not see much of this about today, but apparently
some of it has rubbed-off on Alex Phin, designer of the new
Red Fin engines. Alex was born in Perth to a Scottish Dad and
a West Aussie Mum, in the early 1940’s. Young Alex had dark
red hair so was always known as “Red” Phin amongst the guys
He was in the Air Force Cadets Model Aero Club with Hans van
Leeuwen, Fred Tower, Viv Chappell, Gary Ryan, Charlie Stone,
two or three others and myself..

General Business: Three club members attended the funeral for
Roy Farren.
I.Dixon has supplied fuel for Texaco events. Moved P.Baartz,
seconded B.Slyns-Daniels carried
That club reimburses him $30 to cover costs incurred.
Moved P.Baartz, seconded B.Slyns-Daniels that club pay I.Dixon
$80 to cover cost of photocopying Geezer for posting to members
not on email.

His family however meet with tragedy in the loss of his Mum in
about 1956-7 so Dad returned to the U.K. taking the young
family, Alex and all. As Red matured, he naturally joined the Air
Force and spent many years as a colleague of our Norman
Kirton, notably in Germany. Norm came out to Perth in about
1972 (?), Red later was posted to Woomera Base and there
worked with our well-known Peter Everitt, who is a prolific SAM
Flyer and Modeller.

Decided to hire a ‘slasher’ to cut down grass at the flying site.
Cost $220.
Trophy for SAM270 electric 1/2A event to be purchased from
Willetton Trophies. I.Dixon will follow up

About this time last year (October 2012) Alex had decided to
give up fooling with V-8 compressed-air motors in favour of
gainful employment. That was his story, but we all know he was
just showing-off when he commissioned a run of small Millslike .8cc diesels, with the intention of promoting the lighter side
of the sport i.e. small r/c assist power models rather than Lanzo
Bombers.

Competition results:
SAM270 Texaco: 1. I.Dixon, 2. R. Sherburn, 3. P.Baartz
State Burford:

1. G.McLure, 2. R.McDonald, 3. R.Rowson

SAM 270 Standard Duration: 1. R.Sherburn, 2. K.Hooper, 3.
P.Baartz

Not that there’s anything wrong with those: just “His” types
were a bit cheaper to build – and to crash...! Anyway, after he
had seen how pretty these motors looked with a dose of red
anodising on the cylinder-heads he just had to christen them
the Red Fin range, of small diesels. After himself: Red Phin.

State OT Duration: 1. R.McDonald, 2. R.Sherburn, 3. L.Isitt
th

Meeting Closed at: 8.35pm. Next Meeting: 11 October 2013

___________________________________________
What the Hell is rod doing?

Now that I’ve attempted to introduce Red and his engines in my
odd way, I hope you will all be very enthusiastic, give me a call
and buy one or two.
They are in two sizes so far, the first .049 (.8cc) and the
second .030 (.5cc). Each sells for the same price at $139.oo +
p&p $12.oo anywhere in Australia...
I have just two .049’s left at the old price of $119.oo + p&p, so
be quick.
Thanks to Troy and Dicko, there is an advert on the back of this
Newsletter with the details but: I do take Pay Pal, the motors
come with a full instruction sheet, and they do have a warranty,
for the first purchaser only of course.

1.
2.
3.

In pain after Latto’s knee was inserted in his arse.
He didn’t know these medals had pins in them.
He made a complete dick of himself so he gets third
place.
(The winner knows who he is and his identity will onlybe
revealed for a large amount of money or scotch - Ed.)

Check me, Pete Somers at Red Fin Australia
redfin.aust.7@gmail.com
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2012 SAM270 “Paul Baartz Shield”
Progress table
SAM No.
SAM27017
SAM27023
SAM2704
SAM2706
SAM27021
SAM2701
SAM27022
SAM27024
SAM27030
SAM27025
SAM27012
SAM2703
SAM27014
SAM27016
SAM27019
SAM27027
SAM27028
SAM27010
SAM27026
SAM27031
SAM2702
SAM2707
SAM2709
SAM27011
SAM27013
SAM27015
SAM27020
SAM27029

Name
Club Points
I Dixon
14
G McLure
11
T Latto
9
R McDonald
9
K Hooper
7
P Baartz
6
R Sherburn
6
R Sutherland
4
P Everitt
4
L Isitt
3
G Dickens
2
R Rowson
2
H Van Leeuwen
1
J Voak
1
R Bovell
1
M Butcher
1
R Silbereisen
1
G Eyres
0
B Slyns-Daniels
0
G Car
0
P Spencer
0
D Bentley
0
G Sayers
0
R Hoogenkamp
0
A Trott
0
G Cook
0
C Behr
0
C Edwards
0

___________________________________________________

“Paul Baartz Shield” criteria
SAM270 is presenting all club events for the 2012
flying season. Participation is open to all AWA
affiliated pilots but trophies and points will only be
awarded
to
SAM270
members.
SAM270
membership is automatically awarded to new and rejoining WAMAC members and numbers will be
allocated on a sequential basis. Once you are
allocated a SAM number, it’s yours for life and it will
not be re-allocated. An entry fee for each event will
be charged to cover costs of trophies and engraving.
Points are allocated thusly: First place 4 points;
Second place 3 points; Third place 2 points; One
point is awarded for flying in the event.
____________________________________________________

Club Meetings
Meetings will be held on the second Friday of every
month at Paul Baartz’s place - 20 Granville Way,
Willetton. Meetings kickoff at 8pm sharp, The waffle
kicks off about 10 mins later. Bring yourself and a
sense of humour. Tea and coffee will be provided.
Stronger Beveridge’s are at your own expense and
will be gratefully consumed when you’re not looking.
______________________________________________

Club PlanZ Library
The club has a growing library of old timer and
nostalgia plans for your delectation. The catalogue is
available from Ian Dixon. The simple rule of the plans
library is: If you borrow it, copy it and bring back the
original! If you have a plan that you would like to
donate to the library, see Ian and he will snatch it
from your trembling hand!
_____________________________________________

Disposals
2 x 12V Swallow Chargers. Charge anything except
LiFE. No balance port but great for park flyer
batteries and NiMH’s.
$20 each or $30
the pair
1 x 240V 300W desktop DC power supply.
Purchased from Modelflight and used to power the
Swallow 12V chargers for sale above. Has other
applications for powering 12v circuits (car radio
testing etc.)
$50.00
Several 2M roles of Proglow silk. Any colour you
want as long as its navy blue.
$20/role +PP
Sal Taibi 80 inch plus “Pacer” electric but can be
converted to ic. Comes with 2 servos but no ESC or
motor.
$150.00
Contact Troy Latto at latto@iprimus.com.au
______________________________________________

Random picture page

Office Wallahs...
President: Ian Dixon
Email: ian@perthartglass.com.au
Secretary/Treasurer: Paul Baartz
Email: paulbaartz@hotmail.com
Vice President/Geezer Editor: Troy Latto
Email: latto@iprimus.com.au
Contest Co-ordinator: Rob Bovell
Email: bert6058@yahoo.com.au
______________________________________________

8 Some Nostalgic pix of our favourite Mauritius based
correspondent Dick Twomey and his Leprechauns.

Contest Calendar for 2013

Date

Event

Location

Start time

CD

March 24

Mad March Marlstrom Launch Day

TBA

TBA

George Car

April 6th

C/L Phantom day

Lumen Christie

12 noon

Greg McLure

April 14th

F/F HLG (State)

Oakford

8.00am

George Car

April 14th

F/F Scramble (State)

Oakford

10.30am

George Car

April 14th

Ebenezer FF Mass Launch

Oakford

Noon

George Car

April 21st

!/2A Texaco

Oakford

9.00am

Rob Bovell

April 21st

Burford Duration

Oakford

11.30am

Rob Bovell

May 2nd

2cc Duration (trial)

Oakford

9:00am

Rob Bovell

May 26th

Nostalgia

Oakford

9.00am

Rob Bovell

June 9th

1/2A Electric

Oakford

9.00am

Rob Bovell

June 30th

OT Duration

Oakford

9.00am

Rob Bovell

July 14th

’38 Antique

Wanneroo

9.00am

Rob Bovell

July 28th

Nostalgia (State)

Oakford

9.00am

Rob Bovell

August 11th

Burford (State)

Oakford

9.00am

Rob Bovell

August 24th

Standard Duration

Merredin

3.00pm

Rob Bovell

August 25th

OT Texaco

Merredin

9.00am

Rob Bovell

September 8th

OT Duration (State)

Oakford

9.00am

Rob Bovell

September 22nd

OT Standard Duration (State)

Oakford

9.00am

Rob Bovell

October 6th

1/2A Electric (State)

Oakford

9.00am

Rob Bovell

October 20th

Texaco (State)

Oakford

9.00am

Rob Bovell

October 20th

Vintage Glider Trial event

Oakford after Texaco

November 3rd

1/2A Texaco (State)

Oakford

9.00am

November 17th

’38 Antique (State)

Wanneroo

9.00am

Rob Bovell

November 24th

Tomboy Rally

Oakford

9.00am

Rob Bovell

Rob Bovell
Rob Bovell

Note: Events marked in BLUE are TRIAL events for 2013 run by SAM270. Events marked in RED are AWA State
events run by WAMAC. All other events are club events run by SAM270

DECONSTRUCTION PAGE

This monster is Ian’s 1936 Texaco Winner. At 106” span it not only has enough wood in it to denude a major forest its intricate
planking has absorbed a couple of litres of cyano. The smart word is that Dicko has a silk worm farm, several looms and a
9 yards of covering needed. Stay tuned..
bunch of fine fingered weavers to make the

SAM Supporters

Want an Aussie made Ignition system?
Who you gonna call?

Larry Davidson
66 Casa Mia Circle
Moneta, VA. 24121-5307
(540)721-4563
Supplier of specialist model equipment for
antique and spark ignition motors

Peter Scott!!
Ignition coil assemblies with transistor ready to go only $70!!
. Contact qualmag@optusnet.com.au
Or Phone: (02) 9624 1262

Email: samchamp@jetbroadband.com

Owen Engines
Authorized agent for PAW, MP JET, and Schlosser
diesel engines and spare parts. GB reproduction
diesels and spare parts are our speciality.
Contact David Owen for a catalog at
owendc@tpg.com.au

Aerotech Electronics
Electronic ignition timers for sparkies!
Receiver activated shutoffs eliminate
mechanical switches and make your spark
ignition installation a breeze!
Email Marvin Stern: IGN-sw@optimum.net
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